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ROOM 6 - PRE-PRIMARY
WALKAWAY PRIMARY SCHOOL
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Advance the Walkaway Way

WELCOME

I truly value the amazing opportunity I have in providing the foundation of
learning for your children at Walkaway. Open communication between
home and school is invaluable for successful learning. I encourage you to
contact me should you have any queries or concerns:
- via email Donna.Rowe@education.wa.edu.au
- via Seesaw; or
- call the office on 9926 0200 and they will help you set up an appointment
Kind regards
Donna Rowe

Staff in our class:
Ms Donna Rowe - Classroom Teacher
Mrs Lyn-Lee Austin - Education Assistant

We also have the following teachers:
Mr Chris Clune - Music
Mrs Cherith Nelson- Milnes - Sport
Ms Kristen Hogue - Library

Our Routines
Our school day begins with
our organisation for learning.
To prepare for our day, we
need to:
put our reading folder in
the box
put our lunchbox in the
fridge
get out our Crunch n' sip
put our drink bottle in the
tray
Please help by making sure
your child has plenty of rest
and arrives on time so they
can be ready for the day. Our
learning begins as soon as the
school day starts.

is on

THURSDAY

COUNTING

Principles of Counting: - These are a part of the Kindergarten Curriculum but, as they are
the building blocks for all number understandings, are an important part of our initial
assessment and focus in Pre-Primary. The 5 Principles are:
The first five curriculum content descriptions in this document are called the Principles of
Counting. We have ordered them based on development.
How to Count
a. Stable Order: say the number names in order.
b. One-To-One Correspondence: match the counting names to the items being
counted.
c. Cardinal Value: the last name said in the count represents the total of the set.
What to Count
d. Order Irrelevance: the count can start anywhere.
e. Abstraction: children will at first count objects that are similar. Later they will count
collections of different objects and later still, unseen objects.

OUR SCHOOL
PROGRAMS
At Walkaway Primary School we are
committed to whole school approaches.
This minimises the load on learning new
structures and language, allowing the
students to focus on the content.
We employ:
an explicit teaching model which
includes daily warm ups, helping
students transfer knowledge to the
long term memory
'What We Are Learning Today' and
'What I am Looking For' to direct
students learning
full participation strategies to ensure
all students are engaged in the
learning at all times.
PRIME Maths - we introduced this programme to our school in 2021. We are
developing common problem solving methods, mental strategies, mathematical
language and knowledge.
Sounds Write - Sounds Write is a quality first phonics programme. It is a highly
structured synthetic phonics programme with the purpose of teaching reading,
spelling and writing using a multisensory approach.
The lessons are clearly structured and easy to follow, building conceptual
understanding, factual knowledge and the three essential skills of blending
(combining sounds to form words), segmenting (separating sounds in words) and
phoneme manipulation ("playing" around with sounds in words to make new words).
In Room 1, we move on from initial code (single sounds and sound manipulation,
with spelling up to 4 and 5 letter words, along with simple digraphs - sh, ch, th, wh)
to extended code (learning the 44 sounds in English).
There is a free parent course if you would like further information:
Sounds Write for Parents

PRINTING
Aligned with our whole school approach, we have a common printing/handwriting
font across the school. In Room 6, we focus on the print alphabet so we are
preparing to do the pre-cursive in Room 1. Below are the 4 stages of introducing
this font and building progression to developing our own style as we leave
Walkaway to move onto high school.

GROWTH MINDSET
How we respond to setbacks and the challenges of school life can determine how
we learn and grow. You can make the most of setbacks and challenges by
adopting a Growth Mindset. A Growth Mindset is essentially about learning how
best to respond to challenges that come your way, now and into the future.
A growth mindset is not fixed and can be developed.

ZONES OF REGULATION

To assist our students with social and emotional regulation, we use the Zones of Regulation
program. Students are explicitly taught the four zones, how to recognise which zone they are
in and strategies to help them regulate back to the green zone. We are all in different zones at
different times and that is okay.

BEHAVIOUR
MANAGEMENT
We follow the Positive Behaviour in Schools approach with the focus on encouraging
productive behaviours. We reward positive choices both extrinsically (reward WALK faction
tokens) and intrinsically (could be an individual conversation celebrating choices or progress).

TIMETABLE
Our current timetable ensures your child has access to all areas of the curriculum, this
may be subject to change over the year.

- Notes -

Please contact me if you have any queries
Donna.Rowe@education.wa.edu.au

Call the office on 9926 0200 and they will help you set up an appointment
Website: walkawayps.wa.edu.au

